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Stoke-on-Trent, UK, March 14, 2022 

 

 

CLASSIC SCANIA CENTURION RESTORED AND 

READY TO ROLL ON MICHELIN TYRES 
 

• MST Transport has fitted MICHELIN X Multi tyres to its painstakingly 
restored Scania Royal Centurion 143 

• The limited-edition truck was introduced in 1991 and supplied with 
Michelin tyres as original equipment 

 

Modern Tyres has supplied a set of MICHELIN X Multi regional truck tyres 
to Craigavon-based MST Transport for fitment to a very special restoration 

of an iconic Scania truck. 
 

The Northern Irish haulier has painstakingly restored a Scania Royal 
Centurion 143 – one of only 100 Centurion models released in 1991 to 

celebrate the Swedish manufacturer’s 100th anniversary. 
 

The limited-edition truck originally rolled off the production line on Michelin 
tyres, so the firm’s owner Michael Taylor – who first acquired the vehicle in 

2008 – was adamant it had to be the latest generation 315/80 R22.5 
MICHELIN X Multi fitments to keep his restoration as authentic as possible. 

 
“The Centurion is such a special truck, whenever we went to the classic 

truck shows over in England it would always be the one everyone was 

interested in,” explains Taylor. “This example was first owned by J M Phillips 
and was originally used to work on a contract for Armstrong Steel. 

 
“When we did our research and spoke to the people who ran it back in the 

day, we found out the Centurion was fitted with Michelin’s fuel-saving tyres 
as original equipment. It was very important to us to have everything as 

close to the original as we physically could, so we spoke to our local dealer 
Modern Tyres, who put us in touch with the local Michelin rep to source us 

the correct rubber for the job.” 
 

Michelin Truck Sales Account Manager Primoz Lakota supplied a pair of X 
Multi Z tyres for the steer axle of the 4x2 tractor unit and four X Multi D 
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tyres for the drive axle, all of which are covered by Michelin’s accidental 
tyre damage guarantee. 

 
“Primoz and the team from Modern Tyres were all very helpful,” adds 

Taylor. “They delivered the tyres and ensured they were set up properly 
and the pressures were absolutely as they should be. We couldn’t be 

happier with how the truck looks, it’s drawn a huge amount of attention 
already and the Michelin tyres were just the added cherry on the cake.” 

 
MICHELIN X Multi tyres are packed full of the latest technologies including 

InfiniCoil, a continuous steel wire wrapped around the tyre to improve 
mileage potential and fuel efficiency, and Forcion, a material that helps to 

increase mileage potential and also improve resistance to abrasions, cuts, 

chunking and chipping. The X Multi D tyres also benefit from Regenion 
technology within the tread, along with Powercoil – the name Michelin gives 

to strong steel cables which ensure a lighter casing and contribute towards 
the drive tyre’s superior longevity and lower rolling resistance. 

 
MST Transport will be displaying the Scania Royal Centurion 143 at various 

classic truck shows across the UK throughout 2022. 
 
About Michelin: 

Michelin, the leading mobility company, is dedicated to enhancing its clients’ 
mobility, sustainably; designing and distributing the most suitable tyres, services 
and solutions for its clients’ needs; providing digital services, maps and guides to 

help enrich trips and travels and make them unique experiences; and developing 
high-technology materials that serve a variety of industries. Headquartered in 

Clermont-Ferrand, France, Michelin is present in 170 countries, has 123,600 
employees and operates 71 tyre production facilities which together produced 

around 170 million tyres in 2020. www.michelin.com 
 
More information on how Michelin assists transport businesses achieve its 

sustainability goals and run more efficiently can be found at  
business.michelin.co.uk. 
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